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Descriptive Summary
Title: James Augustine Healy collection,
Date (inclusive): 1896-1966
Collection number: XX234
Collector: Healy, James A., 1891-1975
Extent: 21 manuscript boxes, 24 scrapbooks, 1 envelope, 1 motion picture film reel, 1 framed photograph (18.4 linear feet)
Repository: Hoover Institution Archives
Stanford, California 94305-6010
Abstract: Clippings, pamphlets, and newspaper issues, relating to political and economic conditions in Ireland. Includes a motion picture film, entitled The Irish Rising, 1916, produced by George Morrison. Also includes some correspondence between Herbert Hoover and J. A. Healy.
Physical Location: Hoover Institution Archives
Language: English
Access
Collection open for research.
The Hoover Institution Archives only allows access to copies of audiovisual items. To listen to sound recordings or to view videos or films during your visit, please contact the Archives at least two working days before your arrival. We will then advise you of the accessibility of the material you wish to see or hear. Please note that not all audiovisual material is immediately accessible.
Publication Rights
For copyright status, please contact the Hoover Institution Archives.
Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], James Augustine Healy collection, [Box number], Hoover Institution Archives.
Access Points
Casement, Roger, Sir, 1864-1916.
Ireland.
Ireland--Economic conditions.
Ireland--History--20th century.
Ireland--History--Sinn Fein Rebellion, 1916.
Ireland--Politics and government.
Moving-pictures.
1 Agriculture - Ireland

2 Books - Reviews

3 Casement, Sir Roger

4 Education - Ireland, Irish language

5 Finance, Public - Ireland

6 Ireland - Biography, A-D

7 Ireland - Biography, E-M

8 Ireland - Biography, N-Z

9 Ireland - Economic Conditions

10 Ireland - Foreign Relations

11 Ireland - Foreign Relations - Gr. Britain

12 Ireland - Foreign Relations - U.S.

13 Ireland - History General

14 Ireland - History General - 1910

15 Irish Republican Army

16 Ireland - History - Sinn Fein Rebellion
17 Ireland - Industries -

An Tostal
Aviation
Building
Electric Power
Entertainment
Fisheries
Forestation

18 Ireland - Industries

Glass
Miscellaneous
Nuclear Field
Textiles
Tourism
Transportation

19 Ireland - Miscellaneous

20 Ireland - Neutrality
21 Ireland - History

22 Ireland - Politics and Government

23 Ireland - Population

- Emigration
- Immigration
- Unemployment

24 Ireland - Religion and Bigotry

Motion picture film

Irish Rising 1916 1966

Access Information
Use copy reference number: xx234_f_0000979

Scope and Content Note
Director: George Morrison. An account of the Irish uprising of 1916 with some contemporary footage to create a sense of the results of the rebellion. The film is largely composed of the archival footage used in director George Morrison’s 1959 feature Mise Eire. It was distributed internationally with a script to be read by local television presenters in their own language. (Description taken from The Real Ireland: The Evolution of Ireland in Documentary Film, by Harvey O’Brien, page 297)